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About This Game

An action-strategy fantasy defense game with fresh unique gameplay is now available on Steam.

Put four triangles together.

Compress the values of the stones.
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Use stones of 6 elements to execute various spells!

GAME FEATURES:

★ 9 epic stages, from the lowest dungeon to the highest peak!

★ Over 15 upgradable magic spells! Have your Wizard summon stone elementals and polymorph your enemies!

★ Over 30 different enemies, from Goblins to Dragons each with their own skills! Pirates, elves, vikings and more.

★ 30 collectable equipments: Choose your own clothes, weapon and magic staff to fight against the forces of evil!

★ Hours of gameplay with 30 achievements.

★ Extra challenge mode to each stage that will challenge your tactical skills and dexterity to the limit.

★ Great replay value.
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Title: Defend Your Kingdom
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Burning Pick Entertainment
Publisher:
Burning Pick Entertainment
Release Date: 27 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: Pentium 4, Celeron, Atom, Xeon

Memory: 250 MB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB Graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 350 MB available space

English
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Amazing! I really love how they have created a survival mode where you can play as any of the Allie humans. However, in this
Gamemode; You can change around your Primary Weapon and Secondary into a different weapon!(Including Throwing arms.)
For an example, My character has a Flamethrower without playing as Nigel. You also have more HP so you wont die as much as
you do(Not saying that you suck so hard, you die alot) in the normal shoot and kill gamemodes.

Definately amazing!
Have Fun!. How do I even start this review?
By telling you that this is a MUST buy if you like HOG\/sim games!! The super cheap price seals the deal because you get so
much for your money here!! It has tons of HOG locations (you unlock more as you progress), sim aspects of growing crops,
selling eggs, wool, milk from farm animals, and improving the looks of your farm, mini games of various types, and the humor
and dialogue of this game are outstanding!! You can't help but chuckle at some of the quests that you get (see some of my
screenshots), and the story is comical as well and very well written. It even has voice acting at the start of the story!!
AND....wait for it...you even get to name your dog! What more could you ask for?

The ONLY downside is that there are no trading cards or achievements, but trust me you won't miss them once you start playing
:) I really can't recommend this game enough, and I hope this dev makes more games in the future!!!. Got super excited about
this game. Went into game, bought a tomato seed. Item description under construction. Tried to open my map, game crashed.
Seems like it could be a sweet follow up to challenger, but in its current state, do NOT buy this. I will change my review if they
fix the game and I eagerly await an update.. ADDICTIVE VERY ADDICTIVE. It's nothing like Advance Wars, Fire Emblem
or even Famicom Wars.

It has barely any content.
Only two factions with few units, even Advance Wars on Gameboy Advance had more than that.
Graphics looks like a mobile game, honestly, I prefer GBA\/NDS graphics than this crap.
Guns are the same on both side which proves how lazy is the developer.

Conclusion: Not worth it, not even on sale, just go play Advance Wars, Fire Emblem or Famicom Wars instead, they are all
great games, this one is not, even if you are new to this and have not played Advance Wars, Fire Emblem or Famicom Wars
before which means, even if you do not compare this game to those, it's still bad, the price is too high for so little the game has,
It's the perfect example of what not to do, a crappy mobile port, mobile games are seriously cancer.

I'd love to see an Advance Wars game exclusive for the PC which means a great gem, graphics that consoles wouldn't be able to
handle (okay but seriously I don't really care about the graphics, so forget that one), giant maps size that would be really big, it
would be infinite when it would come to the map editor and the modding of course, you want Star Wars in your game? Then go
for it.
But in all honestly, I know that it will never happen but I would be willing to have Advance Wars - Dual Strike and Advance
Wars - Day of Ruins on the PC, as long as they would be working, I'd be good with that despise being console ports, they were
great.

2\/10 (without comparing it to Advance Wars, Fire Emblem and\/or Famicom Wars).
0\/10 (for comparing it to Advance Wars, Fire Emblem and\/or Famicom Wars).

This game is not and will never be like Advance Wars, Fire Emblem or Famicom Wars will still be.

Note: I don't know what it says "product received for free" I paid for this and I would not want to play this game even if it was
free, asked for a refund.. win10 has texture bug\uff0cplease fix it and I will change to good comment. Take first person
mechanics, Elite Dangerous visuals, and MOBA elements.
Add them together in a great looking game which is running on an average of 100 FPS with a GTX 980 on-board. That is what
Voidrunner is. Although it lacks in the UI design and some other "user experience" features, the fact that it is an Early Access
game makes it a promising multiplayer shooter which we will all be playing in the future.. The graphics are not that great, the
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controls do not feel right, and overall just a bad racing game. I liked the idea of the hydrolic competition but was not done
correctly mixed in with some bugs.
If your thinking about getting this game for the racing aspect. Pass on it. If you like the idea of lowriders and hydrolics, should
also pass.. ehhhhhhhh????? ok. Combine the old Atari game "Tank" with the Bomberman game and add in a battle royale mode,
and you have this game. The game is a lot of fun and even more so with a friend. Definitely looking forward to seeing what's
next for the game!
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i beg ye... just dont .... I big map very good game with amazing graphics but the only thing it no good HONDA cars!!!!. I know
it says that it's frustrating in the title, but there's fun frustrating and then there's this.. Fun and mildly frustrating scenario taking
place in a historically acurate Middle East setting. This is a must have, the wonders become a necessity in all regular games..
Okay loco, but NO SCENARIOS? That's not acceptable. I got this to use some workshop scenarios, but fully expect DTG
scenarios for my purchase.. I really dont get the point of this game. I tried making a lounge, but theres not really much there to
deal with. I understand that it just came out, but I couldnt join anyones lounges because simply there was no lounges open to the
public, or it flat out doesnt let me connect. I might buy it later if there are more players.. This game appears to just be a scam
created by some other country mirroring Kingdom Rush, a money grab as it were. There is literrally no strategy involved and
even the descriptions on some of the chraracters do not translate correctly.. First off I must say that this game is what it appears
right off the back from the trailer; simplistic, low-res graphics and rather short. Despite that however, this game was extremely
fun. Just finished playing through my first run-through with 3 minutes left to go... Yeah I suck lol. One thing that bothered me
and slowed down my progress completely was the fact that the controls were a bit wonky with the environment. When carrying
pictures over to a table in order to organize them, they would either slip out of my hands mid-teleporting or when the object
collides with another in-game, static-rendered object. Other than that, the puzzles were in fact quite challenging and surely time
consuming. I would like to see even more rooms expanded and not just 2 rooms to house 3-4 puzles. If this first level contained
maybe 3 or even 4 rooms with the puzzles spread out, that would have been absolutely great! Another note would be to expand
the variety of objects needed to solve said puzzles. Its obvious that keys open locks, puzzles are either number or word answers,
and the only real objects that played a big role in this were framed portraits of victims and projector slides. There could be so so
much more that could be included to make the a killer game. Overall, its worth the $1.00 purchase for a quick, fun, brain
deceiving puzzle game. I greatly look forward to future levels and further updates!. Direct planes to land? Taxi where? Take off
from where? Count me in!

Is this a fun game?
Yes it is, though sometimes you have to be really focussed on harder difficulties. So the game is about directing planes around
and on the airport you are assigned to, sounds simple and sometimes it is. But must say I already had a lot of fun with it,
managing all the planes.. setting speeds, landing, taxiing, taking off and setting speeds again. You'll get the hang of it as soon as
you start playing and in the end you can land thousands of planes and not crash a single one.

Bugs:
Had a few minor ones with achievements, nothing game-breaking though. I had no crashes and the game works fine.

Recommend it?
Yes. Note that a newer one should hopefully be available late 2015 it says on Greenlight --> Airport Madness: Time Machine.
One of my favorite HOGs. It has the common problem of repeating the same handful of HO scenes, but the quests and bonus
goals add some variety, the farming sim is simple but fun, and the writing is unexpectedly funny, throwing a lampshade on the
silliness of the game's premise. The only downside is the lack of Steam achievements (although there are in-game
achievements).
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